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If We Do To Them What They Do To Us—Do We Become Them?

What is it they want to prove? That everything in existence is rational—and can be un-
derstood and controlled by technology. What they cannot abide is their fear of death.
But, in a totally rational world, death and aging, like everything else, will be overcome.

What they cannot accept is the eternal mystery of life, or those who, comforted by 
that mystery, require few answers for existence—and who fear death—not so much.

Because technology cannot answer existential questions, the elite reach for power to 
make up for a 'nuts and bolts virtual ideology' that does nothing to alleviate the pain of 
a world without magic. Their quest for technological power gave us Nazis and a Soviet. 

The 'rational elite' believe unquestioningly in their ideology. Hitler and Stalin believed 
fervidly they were creating a 'never-before seen collective'—a paradigm for a better 
world. Using propaganda apparatus developed during WW1 (rarified during WW2), 
they crafted and brought forth the 1st body-politic created from a mass psychosis.

How it all works remains uncertain, but somehow a crushing propaganda infects 
both the stupid and the intelligent—educated or not. Once a quarter/third of the popu-
lace buys into a 'super ideology', it's off to the races. With 30% saluting the goose-
steppers, another 60%, concerned for their survival, look away and shut their mouths. 
The remaining few percent, the 'outspoken', if, because of being overwhelmed, go un-
derground—it's over. The only way to stop 'technological totalitarians' is head-on.

Consider our present situation: those who swallowed the 'blue pill', no matter what 
absurdity they adhered to (RussiaGate/Fauci/Gates), even after those things are ex-
posed as fraudulent, most remain followers, taking on even more irrational beliefs.

Once they've signed on, it doesn't matter how patently absurd 'dictates' become— 
neighbors sent to internment camps or loved ones turned in—so be it.  For true believ-
ers, more extreme measures function as ritual—and do not function to wake them up. 
This cadre will 'sacrifice' for the 'collective' as more being paramount to the 'individual'.

So, where does that leave us? Rewriting history, the elite want us to forgive and for-
get what they have done—as they plot-on to enslave us. Having forsook rules to live 
by: Do what you agree to do—without aggressing on another person/property—they 
degrade our ordained freedoms in an attempt to force us into a 'collective nightmare'.

What type of strategy do they have planned for us? I'm not going to deal with the ob-
vious, CBDC and gun restrictions. Instead, let's consider what is referred to as 'con-



trolled opposition'—a concept requiring that the elite have more control than they do.
My surmise has it that the elite are as stupid as they are evil. Take the Bud-Light fi-

asco. Some think it's a plan to give the rabble something to object to. I call bullshit. 
They screwed up—they didn't watch the woman in charge close enough—they kind of 
accepted 'woke'—and they lost more than 6 billion dollars. They did not plan for that.

Surely there are bigger players pulling Biden's levers, but he's perfect for them: he's 
an angry bully, leaving no space for dialogue. But the individuals put in place around 
him are each a moron, and whoever made those decisions is stupid—not omniscient.

What they engage in now is a continued propaganda blitZ. Pfizer funds 'neutral' 
groups for favorable takes on future draconian proposals. They are attempting to sub-
ject our already 'minority of opposition' to further isolation by stripping us of everything 
we hold dear to our hearts—portraying courageous heroes as 'controlled opposition'.

For example, I received an email from a friend today that a researcher (maybe a 
'loonie', his wife and 11 followers?), makes a good case that Tucker was a plant. I don't 
even want to hear it. I watched Tucker enough to knows he is real—and refuse to have 
what I know to be true, wiped from my brain, selecting me for a Manchurian Candidate.

So keep your crap to yourself. Drs. Pierre Kory, Ryan Cole, Peter McCullough and 
other good docs are true heroes. Along with Julian Assange and Ed Snowden. Beyond 
that, my new friend Mark sees Putin as a thug, hellbent on taking all of Europe. Not 
true, Mark—the last thing Putin wants is more territory. He and his foreign minister, 
Sergei Lavrov are possibly the only 2 statesmen on the world stage today. And, one 
more thing—Russia's unwillingness to 'take a knee' may the thing to save our republic.

But have no fear, the elite will give it their best shot, using the divisiveness of 'identity 
politics, to isolate us into a state of hopelessness and fear—from where we succumb.

Because I'm angry about what they've done to us—I have to be careful. Not because 
of something I might do, but in my attitude towards the 'left'—I tend towards militancy.
My neighbors see any that voted for Trump as a kind of domestic terrorist. Given their 
myopia, I totally forget we once were friends. For me, they're hopeless—worthless.

Within this present horror, made worse by the week, with our republic, our way of 
life, the dollar, and our civilization up for grabs, what can we do to insure that we do 
not, as unwitting victims of what is being done to us, become perpetrators ourselves?  

Because I don't know anyone (except the oblivious), who isn't in turmoil, allow me to 
suggest that we meet words with words—actions with actions. Recognize our neigh-
bors as devoid of reason and stupid. Without attachment, we do what needs to be 
done. We do not initiate, we counter-punch. When we speak-up or act, we do it with 
compassion (give them an out)—many of them regret some decisions that they made.

Most importantly, we make 'distinct', stupid from evil. That one-third of citizens that 
bought into the madness are 'innocent by way of insanity'. They had no idea, one way 
or the other. But we do: We are tasked with understanding the relationship between: 
"Forgive them Father for they know not what they do.", and, "I have sworn on the altar 
of God, eternal hostility against every form of tyranny, over the mind of man." Those 
who would cross the 'line of uncaring' are those who entered into the 'land of evil'.

As 'caretakers of the republic', the Constitution gives responsibility to citizens and to 
no one else—to stop tyrannical, evil elites. When they cross over the 'red-line of 
liberty'—that's when we stand our ground, duty-bound, and we fight—'existentially'.

Contrarians can get my articles by email, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com.


